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Hypnagogia

I stand beneath the rain-soaked sun
clouds unspooling overhead
a glade of ferns at my heel    savage
pigments coming and going through
brambles in front of me    my pulse 
like moonlight moving slowly 
                      across papered walls

I stand on a mindset of roots and soil
on eons of surrendering to beauty 
surrendering to the bloodshod 
and brazen world    to the long journey 
each being makes across hypnagogia    
that state between wakefulness and sleep

I stand among white pines and their 
traditional narrative    weight of heaven 
on the undergrowth    on wolfish violets 
with their Victorian sensibilities    
on the lichened handwriting along trees 
and stones    heartwood whispering 
to heartwood    whispering to otherness. 

                        ~           
                
it’s always otherness that we long for
the endless solitudes of grass   a jawline 
in the fallen leaves    a slash of stars
those tangled maps beneath our ribs
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glossolalia of a wound    red scripts
                            a bleed in cursive

it’s surrender or solace that guide us out
of ourselves and into the grateful green air
it’s the same reasons why we recoil 
the way language sometimes pulls back 
through the skin and we go deep into 
            ourselves once more

I wear a few amulets for protection
because there’s much to fear  
because there’s no knowing 
                                  no having or keeping 
only deeds and dust    each direction made 
holy by going    so I wear a few charms
to protect me and I practice hydromancy
watching primordial black waters 
                  the tide’s ebb and flow    
this is divination   this is echolocation
interface between ylem and awareness
a sentience born from a stellar wind 
from the body of the beloved.

                        ~           

we’ve all tried our hand at divination    
                         lighting needfires 
at every crossroad    bowing to a touched 
nerve    eavesdropping on an algal bloom 
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sanctifying fingerflowers as they point 
beyond the darkness that surrounds our lives

some of us have watched pathogens in braided 
waltzes    watched neurons genuflecting in fire    
danced with wrathful deities deep in the forest
some of us have studied the intricacies of zero
have looked longingly into dark pages of earth 
and sky    in hope of finding protowords
that might possibility predict the future
                                                           
this is all part of our circulatory system 
light and shadow of blood flow through
life-lines    through the celestial interlocking 
of flesh and causality    spiritualizing
shadows of angels in their larval stages 
their half-developed heads tucked under wings    
strange litters high up in the tallest trees    
defying gravity    their feathered backs combed 
with small happenings and light.

                        ~           

we owe it to our angels to pay attention    
to notice the ghost of a snowy night as it 
drifts through a midsummer afternoon    
to observe the mind of a crow    needle bright    
        bright needle through the air    
to understand what immeasurably small things 
cradle us    to see the underpinnings of reality    
however infinitesimal    to walk hilltops 
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and valleys    to wait for the delocalized 
          oscillations of phenomena    
and notice the spectra of their passing    
 
we travel through hypnagogia    not awake 
nor asleep    our minds all glitter
and finger paint    our hearts turned to shadows
our shadows re-envisioning the light of our true 
natures    while the ground of being rises and falls
while our planet rests 
               on chlorophyll and emptiness

while we walk a dark pilgrimage    carrying the 
scars of perception    these are our wounds to bear 
these are our hands and feet inked with spells 
and urgencies    blooded with grace 
this is our continuum    our furtive glance at life    
this is consciousness    this is transmutation
grief work    creak of blood in the vein.
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Nocturne

                              1.
 
I have my night    my hours of greater magnitude   
my time to settle in with the essential form of things

I have fireflies and catchlights moving between the trees    
a deer’s glass footprints along the ground    a vapour 
of rabbits in the hills   I have the pulse of stones 
and the dead ribboning through 
                                                uncombed grass

each night I lay down with the ghosts of pikaia 
and become glamoured by their incandescence
their glow like that last sunset in Doggerland 
like the shimmer of DNA sequences ancestrally 
inserted into a genome    that bounty of light
                       in the germline. 

                              2.

a quiet night    clouds rolling in     the microgravity 
of a single thought somewhere out there in the dark    
it might be one of my own    it might be something 
created in the Paleolithic   still wandering about 
                like the exoskeletal remains 
of insects adrift in the air    or simply be the spindrift 
of comprehension between one life and another    
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I’m walking down to the lake    with a dappling 
of moonlight across the forest floor 
with stars overhead migrating like fetal cells 
                                into their mother’s body
a lip of water around a stone quivers 
flies among the bitterweed polish their lenses    
while angels in their ghillie-suits
shift their positions
                    under the cover of darkness

out here human realities don’t matter much
and yet this is where you’ll find transcendence 
the soul-enveloping absence that is the inner life
this is where you’ll find the true weight
                                    of consciousness 
those emanations of cloudless time
cerulean blue    threading thought to flesh
flesh to intuition    preordained like a fine 
dust to fall on the loved and the unloved 
                in equal measure.
                      

                              3.

there’s an old Arab saying 
                             night is the poet’s day
I like that and night’s dharma    black-gripped    
around each tree and blade of grass 
             holding tough to the tenderest gesture 
to all the metamorphoses of a singularity 
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I like my unceasing belief that I exist    the way 
I turn my head when my name is called
the way night questions all my assumptions
as I walk     as I add my shadow to other shadows
                            to the dark deities of post-belief   
as I listen to someone shelling crickets
as I listen to the hymns of ditch water and cattails 
mother-water carrying intercellular activity   
at the intersection of corona and birth

I am one of those always in a liminal state    
                       always thinning into reality    
then fading out again    always following 
those lost on that long journey 
between one thought and another.

                              4.

I walk along depending upon the surface of things
                      and loose approximations of thought  
I have small reasons for what I do  
for the blending of cognition and deed
I rely on the stabilizing properties of whisperings  
                                         exquisite and venerable
murmurations in the undergrowth    leaf-talk
and moss-chant    all that chlorophyll has to offer 

my footsteps contain all the hard labour 
                          of petals falling on lace
I move quietly    slowly    a walking 
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meditation    a sleepwalker with no bed 
to return to    walking down an old logging 
road    overgrown with goatweed and fleabane 
                         I am the sleeping one    
I long for the mediumship of cicadas 
the foretelling of their seventeen-year voice   
the sweet arcane of their chorus to guide me 

I look for the mercy of lost places    for a place 
that’s not a place at all    I look for precious things 
transformations of allegiances and pain
as I pass swamps and cranberry bogs
I look for the lowest places    ones that might 
teach me how to breathe like earth and water
help me find a place 
                     time-lapsed between heartbeats

after walking for hours    standing beside 
the lake    beneath a convergence of planets 
surrounded by the synchronicity of being 
each tree in a gravity well    each rock
cradling the radius of a supplication
I have gained and lost my worldly senses 
I have become the very lack of me    
                  , I have become the luminous sleep    
under all this darkness    I am the sleeping one    
                      I age into dreams. 
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A Fox-Shaped Absence

now I stand where you once lived    I stepped 
through slant light of the fading day and found 
your home among fallen feathers and dried stalks 
of goldenrod    here you began the infinitesimal 
sloughing off of memory and started to erase 
your secret names    here beetles now move 
among your bones trilling quietly to themselves    
here your every thought was a shiver of silence 
up the spine    and your last breath created 
a fox-shaped absence in the world    here on your 
last night you ended your light-sensitive dialogue 
with the moon    while the blood-coloured 
maple leaves fell on the golden ones 
and the underworld felt the crushing weight.    
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A Thin Place

1. 

summer solace    the gods give way and the day is 
unsealed     affinities fall into place    the morning air 
fills with a jink of sparrows 
                             and the co-consciousness of bees  

a bit of rain is falling    like eyedrops    one by one      
with hardly a cloud in the sky 
grass blades look like papercuts    
       each red from the slant light of the rising sun.   

                                      ~ 

rain is a divine presence no matter how you approach it
regardless of your angle of intent    rain with its ear 
to the ground hears the held pulse of the soil   
hears the hardpan’s sigh inspirited with a plurality 
of messages for all the spiders this side of Elysium
all the fish hushed up in waves    wolves and coyotes 
for curlews loitering overhead    for the black river under 
the earth    whose waters nurture us to the very end
         
every place rain falls becomes a thin place for a time
where you can cross over to the other side    
                                    and read its colourless calligraphy –
all the names of transcendence    all the placeholders
of being    all the hamartias of thought and flesh
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before they are realized    all the accompanying shadows 
waiting    pigmented just beyond our desires.

                                      ~ 

early morning is a braiding of breath and breathlessness 
                           a confirmation and negation of wounds    
an austere silence    an unhearable absence that passes 
                    over us unseen    like a dark forest   
                        scarcely a centimetre or so above our heads    
this is what night left behind    what our lives leave behind
when we’re gone    that and our dead bodies standing 
like seamarks on the broad waters between this world 
and the next    between this heartbeat and the one
that never arrives    that stays perched on a small branch 
perfectly still    just out of the wind.   

      
2.

a sunshower    light and unscrolling    freckling grass 
                and all the engendering beasts 
all those blood carrying memories of the Cenozoic    
all the wildlings who will inherit the earth once again
as we consume our own lights    ingest our ashes 
                                 and move into the outer darkness.

                                      ~ 

the earthy scent of petrichor    that smell of spacetime 
across the landscape    the day heartfelt and bereft 
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of meaning    fledge of sunlight    feathery fire on spruce 
boughs    on an inscription of ants along the ground   
moveable type    that spells out something about what 
lies unkissed and laid down in the dust    what is unborn 
again    what is unremembered    
                                        shadow-gripped and laid down.   

                                      ~ 

on the altars of the world we have placed our libations
and fetishes    we have lit our candles and incense    
from time zone to time zone we have carried our prayers 
on our backs    we have endured the luminous lethargies 
of various gods    we have called out to mathematics for help   
                  searched for unobtainium in the vastness of space 
and looked directly into the sun till we went blind    

but all the time something unknowable was bending
the meadow grasses ever so slightly and we longed
for its gaze    for its footstep and whisper deep 
in the piney wood    in the green distances of a planet
hidden between stars    a planet that is a fetishization
of water and stone    a world that’s a soft light and a slow
sleep    a world like an apparitional bee flying through 
a hive    little ghost    little curtain call.    
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3. 

the wind picks up    pinions backpedal along a crow’s wing
while mosquitoes diagram the air beneath a grove of alders
where the quiet is an eavesdrop and a round edge    
where each thought is an awayness    that moves deeply
                           into the dimensionality of the moment  

there are no orisons here    no beatific prayer to the firmament 
or even a wind-borne sigh    only a single heartbeat 
in suspension    like a breath held in amber    its dark edges 
collapsing in on itself    waiting to push blood through a body 
                         no longer standing there    
last vestiges of its flesh outsourced and theoretical now. 

                                      ~ 

landscape is a stand-in for the mind    a stand-in for memory 
for the remembered trees of childhood    each frescoed 
on a neuron    each like a lightning flower on the chest    
landscape and mind    simple joys orbiting the sun in equal 
measure    dark places and bright places    both in equal measure
uncomplicated really    simple as a flash of light in an insect’s
fibrous eye or a small feather resting on the back of your hand    
                  breathe too heavily and it floats away 

the mind is the afterlife of nothingness    the imagined world
with its imagined gestures    the mind is a bit like a mosquito    
bit like an alder grove    like a braiding of breath 
                                                                     and breathlessness 
the mind is the place where the sun slips inside to warm itself
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where the moon keeps its white books    the ones no one reads
each book a grimoire    each page a fork in the road    
each destination a hiding place    a curled leaf    a rusty pail
the cartography of lichen    old doors in the sky.


